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Appomattox 

Courthouse 
General Lee did surrender to the Union 
General Ulysses S. Grant on that day in April. 
But the location of the surrender did not occur 
at the actual courthouse. There are two reasons 
why this did not take place. First, it was Palm 
Sunday and all government offices were 
closed to honor the Sabbath. Second, the Union 
would not want the surrender to occur in a 
Confederate government building. The North 
did not recognize the Confederate States of 
America and did not want the signing of the 
surrender to take place in a building bound by 
the laws of the South.  
 
To the right is the courthouse building 



 

The McLean house 
the McLean house was chosen, which was 
within walking distance from the 
courthouse.  The surrender had been 
discussed for three days during the 
battle of Appomattox Court House. 
Correspondence was sent between 
Grant and Lee on the battlefield. 
Messengers delivered hand-written 
notes between the two on various 
occasions. Grant had given Lee the 
choice of where he wanted the 
surrender to occur. Lee had chosen 
the McLean house which was part of the 
Appomattox Court House area.  



Lee’s finest Military uniform 
Around 1:00 PM on April 9, 1865 Confederate General Robert E. Lee arrived 
in the parlor of the McLean house. He was dressed in his finest military 
uniform, and strode in with shiny boots. 
 

The picture to the left is where General Lee sat to sign the surrender 
papers. The picture to the right is a painting of lee signing. 
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It is the afternoon of April 9, 1865. Confederate General Robert E. Lee has fought valiantly for 

the past four years as the lead commander of the Northern Virginia forces under the 

presidency of Jefferson Davis. Cutoff from supplies and surrounded on all fronts, Lee is forced 

to surrender, which will effectively end the Civil War even though small battles took place 

through June of that same year. This monumental day in American history took place in the 

area known as Appomattox Court House, Virginia. 

 

General Lee did surrender to the Union General Ulysses S. Grant on that day in April. But the 

location of the surrender did not occur at the actual courthouse. There are two reasons why 

this did not take place. First, it was Palm Sunday and all government offices were closed to 

honor the Sabbath. Second, the Union would not want the surrender to occur in a 

Confederate government building. The North did not recognize the Confederate States of 

America and did not want the signing of the surrender to take place in a building bound by 

the laws of the South. So the McLean house was chosen, which was within walking distance 

from the courthouse. 

 

The surrender had been discussed for three days during the battle of Appomattox Court 

House. Correspondence was sent between Grant and Lee on the battlefield. Messengers 

delivered hand-written notes between the two on various occasions. Grant had given Lee 

the choice of where he wanted the surrender to occur. Lee had chosen the McLean house 

which- part of the Appomattox Court House area. 

 

Appomattox Court House, Virginia 
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General Lee arrived at 1 PM dressed in his best military uniform. General 

Grant arrived about a half an hour later, dressed in his uniform but with 

muddy boots. Both men met in McLean’s parlor and discussed the terms 

of the surrender. The discussion lasted about ninety minutes. When all was 

said and done, the Confederate soldiers and generals were to be issued 

parole papers, which meant the men were free to go as long as they 

upheld the beliefs of the United States of America. They were also allowed 

to take their horses with them, which was huge because many of them 

were farmers and needed their horses for work. President Abraham 

Lincoln and General Grant knew the importance of beginning the healing 

process from this bloody war. These were the first steps to help the country 

mend.  

 

On April 12, 1865, the formal surrender ceremony began. Union General Chamberlain 

assembled his troops along the road leading to Appomattox Court House. As the 

Confederate soldiers approached, Chamberlain ordered “shoulder arms”- a sign of respect 

to the opposition. Seeing this, the Confederate soldiers did the same in return as they 

approached the surrender location. The soldiers put down their arms and were then issued 

parole papers, setting them free from the bondage of war. They were now allowed to return 

to their homes in the South.  

 

The surrender at Appomattox Court House put in motion the end of the bloodiest war in 

American history. It was a time for reunification of the states and a time for slavery to 

officially end. The healing process for the United States had begun. 
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The Surrender at Appomattox Court House 

Comprehension Questions & Map 
 

Name ___________________________ Date ______________ Class ______ 
 

Directions: Answer the questions below about the Appomattox Court House passage. Use complete 

sentences. If you need more space, feel free to use the back of this handout. 
 

1. Who were the commanding generals for the Union and the Confederacy during the Civil War?  
 

Union General Confederate General 

  

 

 
 

2. In which building did the official surrender occur? Why didn’t it occur at the courthouse?  
 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

3. What did General Chamberlain order his Union troops to do when the Confederate soldiers came 

to surrender? Why was this important? 

 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

4. According to the text, what are parole papers and why were they issued? 

 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

5. Who was President of the Union and of the Confederacy during this time? 
 

President of the Union President of the Confederacy 
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Map Skills 
Directions: You may need to use a book or the internet for some reference for this part. Do the 

following on the map below: 

1. The capital of the Confederacy was Richmond, Virginia. Draw an “X” on the map where 

Richmond is located. Then label it. 

2. The Union capital was Washington DC. Draw an “X” on the map where Washington DC is 

located. Then label it. 

3. Provide the location for Appomattox Court House, Virginia by placing an “X” on its location. 

Then label it.  

 


